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India for the Colony of Natal be forthwith prohibited. The India
Gevernment accepted the resolution and made strong representations
to Downing Street. Meanwhile Lord Ampthill and the South African
Committee agitated successfully on behalf of the Indians and influ-
enced the Imperial Government to send a despatch in October 1910
to the Union Government, recommending the repeal of Act 2 of 1907.
It demanded the removal of the racial bar and the substitution for
the latter of the Indian suggestion of non-racial legislation, modified
by administrative differentiation effectively limiting future Indian
immigration in the Union to a minimum number annually of highly
educated men.
The Union Government chose to bend for the time being. They
were anxious to placate the Indians at least till the coronation festi-
val which was to take place in June 1911. The colonial legislators
drafted a new bill to settle once for all this vexed question.
The new bill was published on February 255 1911 in the Union of
South Africa Government Gazette Extraordinary. Gandhi wrote:
"The bill is evidently designed to satisfy passive resisters., and over a
year's experience after his famous despatch to Lord Crewe, declining
to recognize legal equality between Europeans and Indians in South
Africa^ has evidently taught General Smuts that he cannot safely
violate the traditions of the British Empire. But the working of the
bill does not carry out the design of its authors. It is highly satisfac-
tory that Act 2 of 1907 is to be repealed. The exclusion of Asiatics is
to be brought about not by naming and specifically prohibiting the
entry of such people but by subjecting them to a rigorous education
test. In almost all other respects the measure is highly unsatisfactory.
It takes away without the slightest reason the rights of the Cape and
the Natal Asiatics which they have hitherto enjoyed without interfer-
ence. The Union Government undertake to satisfy the demands of the
Transvaal passive resisters if the Imperial Government permit the
Union Parliament to legislate against the Asiatics residing in the
Cape and the Natal provinces."
The bill evoked strong opposition on the part of Free State mem-
bers of the Union Parliament who took exception to General Smuts'
declaration that ccas a limited member of Asiatics would be allowed,
under the bill, to enter the Union, every year, there could be no
limitation of their right to travel about or settle in any part of the
Union territory." The die-hards wanted to provide for the complete

